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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $48.00

Sales price without tax $48.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Burrowing Owl

The tiny burrowing owl is long-legged with a short tail and makes its nest in a burrow in
the ground.  It lives in Florida and western United States and can be spotted near golf
courses and airports or even in your front yard. During the day it can be seen perching on
fence posts, rocks or mounds near its nest.  This attractive carving shows its handsome tan
coloring, white spots and yellow eyes.   

The burrowing owl measures 5.5 inches tall and  has an overall height of 9.75 inches.  All
of our life-size birds are hand-carved from basswood (a very carveable wood that does not
split and takes paint well), hand-feathered to show detail and painted with acrylic paint.
The eyes are glass, feet are metal and base is wood. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!
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SOLD OUT!  IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE BURROWING OWL IS AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is
being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
document.getElementById('cloak6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addy6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1 = 'INFO' + '@'; addy6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1 =
addy6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1 + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM'; var addy_text6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1 =
'INFO' + '@' + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1').innerHTML +=

''+addy_text6c8b98919777c8c4c46b2efaf1b0b7a1+''; .

 

Reviews

Wednesday, 18 December 2013 

when I received this owl I was amazed... It is beautiful and the workmanship was awesome, very please with my purchuse ,, will diffently
be buying more birds, can;t wait to see what else you can do,, thanky you KLP

karen Pincher 
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